Researcher: Nature boosts creativity

There's new evidence that our minds thrive away from it all. Research conducted at KU concludes that people from all walks of life show startling cognitive improvement — for instance, a 50 percent boost in creativity — after living for a few days steeped in nature.
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"The Indignant Generation: A Narrative History of African-American Writers and Critics"
Monday, April 23, 2012
3:30 p.m.-5 p.m.
Hall Center for the Humanities Conference Hall

View all events

TODAY'S HEADLINES

KU to test public address system
KU will broadcast a test of the emergency public address system, including a demonstration of an external speaker array, at 12:30 p.m. Tuesday, April 24.
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Hall Center receives $790K gift
A $790,000 gift from the Hall Family Foundation will provide $430,000 for renovations to the Hall Center for the Humanities at KU and $360,000 toward meeting a National Endowment for the Humanities matching challenge grant.
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KU Research Achievement Award
Frank Schoenen, KU associate director of the Specialized Chemistry Center and major contributor to two early-stage drug discovery programs, is the 2012 recipient of KU's Research Achievement Award.
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Graduate Student Awards announced
More than 25 outstanding graduate students at KU will be recognized at the annual Graduate Student Awards Ceremony at 4 p.m. Tuesday, April 24, in the Kansas Union Ballroom.
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SpaceUp Kansas set for April 29
Two KU student organizations are helping craft a new style of conference that will delve into a variety of space exploration topics. The SpaceUp Kansas Unconference will be April 29 at the Kansas Cosmosphere and Space Center in Hutchinson.
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